Hare Today Interview with Mr. Thomas T. Goose

The Hare Today sent a reporter to interview Mr. Thomas T. Goose, a Canadian Goose that has spent a lot of time around Leverett these past several days. Here is a transcript of that discussion:

Reporter: “Thank you for joining us today, Mr. Goose. What has this past year been like for you? We are not used to seeing so many geese in February here.”

Mr. Goose: “Thank you for having me. This year has been wild, I assure you. Sometimes we like to head south and you won’t see us until it has been warm for a significant amount of time. But my family really likes the Boston area, so we decided to stay close for as long as possible.”

Reporter: “Is Harvard any different, from your perspective, in February versus May or June when you usually return?”

Mr. Goose: “Well, my family has been in and out of Boston for many generations now, and I can adequately say we have a good idea of the human population here. Some grow frustrated to see us, some don’t like our use of the public restroom this earth provides, but on the whole everything is about the same. I would say that the students look significantly more stressed than they do in May or June, however.”
Leverett Students Enjoy Great Weather

With last weekend’s beautiful weather, Leverett students could be seen lounging around the river and playing outside enjoying an uncommonly warm February. “I think it’s really important to get outside when you can. I mean, last year, you couldn’t have paid me to leave my room for anything,” says Leverett sophomore Steve Stevenson (‘18). “This past weekend, I felt free. I just started running outside and next thing I knew I was coming up on the Prudential Center.”

Some of Leverett’s older students are more skeptical about the longevity of this nice weather. “Listen here, I have lived in Cambridge for almost four years now and never have I encountered an early spring”, says senior Mary McMarydaughter (’16). “I see these kids, all green and happy with this one nice weekend, and I wonder if they remember the sub-zero conditions of the weekend before.”

Whether or not this weather is here to stay, Ms. McMarydaughter had to admit the closer we get to May, the less likely we will see something like last year’s record snowfall. “Oh yes, if we can get to March even I will feel much better. I just don’t want to get my hopes up because Cambridge has a way of messing with your mind when you least expect it.”

MYSTERY QUOTE:

Character 1: “You seem to have this nasty habit of surviving.”
Character 2: “You know what they say about the fittest.”

CARTOON

Every student welcomes and adores brain break’s nightly snacks and nourishment. But if there’s any hope that waits patiently in every Leverett student’s heart, it’s...

Harvard Athletics
Weekend 2/26 - 2/28

M Hockey: @Clarkson
   Fri 2/26 7:00PM

W Basketball: Yale
   Fri 2/26 7:00PM

W Tennis: @ William and Mary
   Sat 2/27 1:30PM

W Hockey: @Colgate
   Fri 2/26 3:05PM

M Basketball: @Yale
   Fri 2/26 7:00PM